
Klasse 10 – Lösungen Englisch   Woche 16.03. bis 20.03. 

 

Liebe Schüler, 

Ich hoffe Ihr seid mit den Aufgaben der ersten Woche gut zurechtgekommen.  

Falls es zukünftig Fragen gibt, könnt ihr mich unter meiner neuen dienstlichen E-Mail 
erreichen.  OS_Stolpen_Voelkel@t-online.de 

Hier nun die Lösungen aus dem textbook und dem workbook zum Vergleichen 
 
 
Zusammenfassung der Texte: 
 

Text 1 is a news report about the life of Mahatma Gandhi who was killed in 1948 by an extremist Hindu who 

thought that he was too friendly with Muslims. Gandhi studied law in England and worked as a lawyer in South 

Africa where he first experienced discrimination on a train to Pretoria. He started to fight for the rights 

of the Indians and for the independence of India. His protest was peaceful as they were influenced by his 

Hindu beliefs. When India became independent, there was a lot of violence between Hindus and Muslims. 

 

Text 2 is a cartoon about a conflict between the British government and Gandhi. He organized a protest 

march because the British government had increased the prices of food like salt and this affected the 

poorest people in India. Gandhi spoke to people about the new law. More and more of them joined the march. 

The march was not successful, but it showed that Indians were ready to fight for their freedom. 

 

Text 3 is a radio report about a protest in Dharasana on 21st May, which the police tried to stop by using 

violence. The protest happened because of a new law which forbid Indians to make money from salt and also 

because Gandhi was arrested. The protesters did not protect themselves when the police beat them. The 

government actually lied about how many people were hurt. The hospital staff said that it was more than 

200 people. 

 

Questions: Why did Gandhi read a book by Carlyle in prison? Why were the other revolutions not 

successful? What were Gandhi’s goals? Why did Gandhi want people to forget the differences between 

Hindus and Muslims? 

Summary: Text 4 is a speech given by Gandhi. He talks about the importance of non-violent protest. 

He thinks that revolutions like the French or the Russian revolutions weren‘t successful because their 

violence behaviour went against democratic values. A non-violent revolution can create freedom and equality 

for all Indians. Gandhi wants Hindus and Muslims to work together. 

 

Questions: What is Singh’s book about? Why did Gandhi discuss food so much? Was Gandhi from a low 

caste? Why were people from the lower castes critical of him?  

Summary: Text 5 is an interview. It deals with a book about Gandhi‘s private life and his views on 

Indian society. Gandhi was a vegetarian and he wanted people to avoid food, which might be connected to 

violence against animals. He fought for the rights of the lower castes. People from both the higher and 

lower castes have been critical of him. 

 

Questions: What other religions are there in India? What are the basic teachings of the different 

religions? Why did the British leave India? What happened with India and Pakistan after the country was 

divided? 

Summary: Text 6 is an encyclopaedia entry about the different religions in India. Hinduism is the 

most common religion in India. Muslims, Buddhists and Sikhs are also mentioned. Hindus and Muslims used 

to fight and still fight. After independence, India was divided into two countries with most of the Hindus in 

India and most of the Muslims in Pakistan. 
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Vokabelliste: 
 

4. Vokabelliste für U2/OL6 
 

09.03.  bis  __.03.2020 
 

English word German Translation  Example 

1 to prove successful sich gut bewähren  

2 conflict Auseinandersetzung, Konflikt  

3 basic food Grundnahrungsmittel  

4 march Marsch, Kundgebung  

5 to stand up for sth sich einsetzen für  

6 presenter – to present Moderator  

7 to prohibit untersagen, verbieten  

8 silently – silent lautlos, leise, schweigend  

9 to beat schlagen, besiegen  

10 beating Schläge, Prügel  

11 to put one’s life in danger sich in Gefahr begeben, - bringen  

12 to draw attention to sth auf etw. aufmerksam machen, die Aufmerksamkeit auf etwas lenken  

13 injustice Ungerechtigkeit  

14 to hear about sth etw. erfahren  

15 speaker – to speak Sprecher, Redner  

16 none keine  

17 injured verletzt  

18 drive – to drive Antrieb  

19 purely bloß, völlig, rein  

20 to covet begehren  

21 genuine echt, aufrichtig, authentisch  

22 revolution Revolution  

23 conviction Überzeugung  

24 inasmuch as  sofern, weil  

25 weapon Waffe  

26 ideal Ideal  

27 to envisage sich vorstellen  

28 to establish gründen, einrichten, eröffnen  

29 nonviolence Gewaltlosigkeit, Gewaltverzicht  

30 engaged in sth tätig in etwas  

31 biographer Biograf  

32 figure Figur, Gestalt, Persönlichkeit  

33 to discuss diskutieren, besprechen  

34 caste Kaste, Gesellschaftsklasse  

35 to campaign (for sth) demonstrieren für etwas, sich engagieren für, aufmerksam machen auf  

36 active – activist aktiv  

37 Christian Christ  

38 Buddhist Buddhist  

39 Sikh Sikh  

40 to divide into teilen in, aufteilen in, unterteilen in  

41 Pakistan Pakistan  

42 teaching – to teach Lehre  

43 murder - murderer Mord - Mörder  

44 to ridicule spotten, verspotten  
 

 


